ILLUSTRATING THE LAW OF PERSPECTIVE

All extended lines converge in the horizon regardless of their relation to the observer's position.

The Sun is about 3200 miles high, is about 35 miles across. These figures are not arrived at by "theory" and anthropological, astral streams, as are the Cartesian-Geometric figures used by today's space program and the Ancient astronomy called in the false name "modern" astronomy. But arrived at by the known practical down to earth engineering geometry as used by engineers all over the Flat World, triangulation.

The Sun rises at some height, moves in a circular curve over the Flat Earth. The spiritual wisdom and refining, creating the "passion." Pure simple KNOWL by all engineers, laws of perspective make it appear to set. Strange and unanswer that in the Book of Books is laid that in the day that ISRAEL comes into its own, comfort in the Catholic or Universal Law, given us Mt. Sinai and a One World Just Government is established, and they also called the Kingdom of God by the Isrealite Prophet Joshua, called by Greeks "Jesus." It is said this near that day. It would be "revealed" that the SUN DOES NOT SET! In a same conference held at the Greater Los Angeles Press Club, located in Hollywood in 1977, before NBC, CBS ABC TV and most others news media, I announced it is now revealed THE SUN DOES NOT SET! I also entered the doors of Jewish Zionist Headquarters located near there also and announced this week. You are reading it now, the fulfillment of this Isrealite Prophet from long ago. This is the hour. This is the Day, for you to hear this information. This Day THE SUN DOES NOT SET. Whether you "believe" it or not makes no difference to us or anyone else. The Fact has been Declared.

INDIES DISAPPEARING OVER THE HORIZON, simply conform to the known laws of perspective. The fact that they are near the surface of water also influences and add to the optical illusion. Much more sure the wealth and items to the simple elemental law of physics—water will and does lay level and flat.
The earth has been circumvagated a great many times, we can see (1)奥林匹亚 round the globe, sometimes travelling on land, and sometimes on the sea. This would appear to be a very great proof that the world's surface is curved. It is true that circumference would be possible if the earth was a sphere, but all the people who have measured the earth have measured it in its centre; a compass needle would, therefore, always point to the same place on the surface of the earth, and a ship might sail east and west, as indicated by the compass, and eventually return to the same point by describing a circle. (Cape Cod).—Prof. R. Gregory, F.R.S., Elementary Physics. 

The above passage refers to the difficulty of proving the earth a sphere.

**Figure 15**

**Figure 16**

**THE EARTH'S SUPPOSED EQUINOCTIAL ORBIT**

The form of an ellipse is taken from the circumference of a conic section cut obliquely, by a plane passing through both sides of the cone, and not parallel to the circular base. If cut parallel to the base it makes, of course, a circle, which decreases in size as it approaches the tip point of the cone.

The ellipse is something like a circle which has been more or less flattened on opposite axes but it is not like the circle, which has only one centre, for it has two points of focus in the longer diameter, from which it can be represented as made of two points at an equal distance from a common centre. The ellipse since Kepler's time has long been supposed to represent the orbit of the earth round the sun and though the latest astronomers have broken open Kepler's eldest alliances, yet astronomers today on the fiction of "elliptical orbits," rather than openly confess the great change which has come place in their views of planetary action. The German astronomer Kepler was born in the year 1571 A.D. and he falsified the laws of motion between 1609 A.D. and 1619 A.D. He taught that the earth's orbit was an ellipse with the sun in "one of the foci, and a little nearer eleven times of miles from the earth. The other focus was left empty, and it has been "in less" ever since! Modern astronomers have lengthened the earth's distance by nearly a hundred millions of miles, which has necessarily increased the earth's supposed orbit more than three hundred millions of miles! But this extreme alteration is neither acknowledged nor permitted to detract from the great name of Kepler, lest it might also reflect upon the "magnific" of Newton. For in this great "science" the alteration of millions of miles is "not a detail!"
THE WORD FROM HUMANITY

Some liek people have last their rightfull war in life. Human wanting to be men and take men's place in life. Also being to women and to take women's place in life. How shammable in the night of the Creation of men and women. In one can communicate with each other any more, and then they sit and weep and cry the choles have gone out! A strange people that cannot learn from experience... Or is it they have forgotten God is in their midst, the Creator and to the blinded emptiness of this forgotten mind, become for- nced. Forgetting they that the Creator created "each after his own kind"? This is the way it is. The very Region clear of Wind is so rare God and keep his commandments. Women are numb and do be a helments to their husbands in their work and living, and their husbands are sup- posed to love and cherish them for so doing, and they both teach their children the same. Most people want to be famous or great, honored and lived in this life. Well, by each person taking his rightful place in life, all these things come about. Until we all learn to live by these living and prove laws of Good and stop suffer- ing and misery to all. Yourself and all those around you, there will be no peace. No one can give you peace until all come to the knowledage of what they were cre- ated for. To someone in any time, for no perfect, fresh nomics move can have or help you. Children are to honor their parents. If we would all try living as we should. I am more the world would be much happier and people are not happy not very easy for us to do... If we want to.

Mrs. Marjory Vaugh Johnson

Two views: take your choice. But know this Earth is FLAT. Strive to do unto others as you would have them do unto you. TALK and keep this commandments and all will be well with YOU, no matter what happens. To know this World is true in all: to be sure you know the craft to know we learned King Asenblossom of Baby- lo, the God of the Mano, that HEGEN is, is the God who rules a house of men.


day / VIEWS—FAB WORLDS

1. View. Based on the opinion (commonly called mor- alistic) we hold and other drugs the created human Cromans devoured off the 3000 year old detailed drug induced delusions of a spinning ball world. We dough with a touch of the newly discovered concom from Peru, he will be the whole universe to spinning. For so long it was known that the "cosmos" outlook was a done being's dream, that the understanding of the done induced "Hallucinations" was called the "music of the spheres" for many years. In other words, only a done head can really apprehend and love the splendor of human called the Ball Bearing world or the universe of spinning earth. Martin Luther's pamphlet took this done fish's dream of spinning sphere by sphere. A done done head, witness, astrologer, seafarer of horoscopes, fortune teller and Dr. Faustaul, a sorcerer, a wizard head through talking for- tunes through Astrology and Sorcery (dreams) through Jesuit instigates this fortune teller was made assisted to the official Astrologer to the Holy Roman Empire (Jupiter was his gun, a Lutheran Christian). The word "planets" are recent deragorys. In 1533, a Jens, died shortly thereafter, and the sorcerer—

sorcerer—

struck the day with the Jesuit pamphlet. As well as Astrologer. Through his done things, fortune telling connections he was Greenland of pseudo-astroonomy, and so the Holy Roman Empire was subverted to the spinning halis; this in 1600. In England, several years before this, under King Henry VIII, the Church of England was established, and the Vatican was an Englishman, Henry and his successors. Reason was abolished; the number I deposed established then and built to this very day of this Church-State with the Junkile Jehovah Deus, earth a spinning ball and a succession of spinning ballism was God and he was DEAD, so long live the King of England who rules in his stead. No God but the State. Our Revolution in 1776 was to END the delusions of the ball world and the English-English illusion that the STATE was God. Common sense was outcry; let us abandon the spinning ball theory of dope friends and es- tablish a New World Order where common sense, reason, logic, expertise and the converting of the people is in the order of the day. The new English biggie hails sci- ence was and is, of course, the total abandoning of reason, logic and common sense. We tried and failed; the same state of the Church of England was tried and the thing body in England was created. It is through the History of England, and so the Church or Religion which is the same separatized. From State to religion is the same century in the Christian Church... Well is God... no go but State and universe of spiritual... and our people is formed by our ideas, trying to be "mean Babylon" with the towers-slime same base of old to try to destroy with this and what was musing and pretending to succeed—"lying wonders" prophecied to be brought down to "as a garment in the land" in the last book of the Bible. So in this view, the Christian—

English people also who are deceived world which globe world are human devils and will come the USA to be destroyed, brought down never to rise again by "force and Violence" and the same goes wrong.

2. View: The so-called human being is the most devilish, evil, notorious beast on earth—beautiful, bloodthirsty, ferocious monsters, blind and unreasoning, illegal and unrighteous, evil and committing the world and all that is in it. This two-legged beast is the worst himself and as such must be captured, even if tricked and deceived to chain him by drugs and drug dream, devilery, illusion and any way at all, to capture him and find way to "program" him to be the human, to be human and harmless, to try to civilized him and teach him to be more cruel and master in the end, and the very Devil himself, the human race, especially the White Anglo Saxon Protestant, a man with a violent or elect real human called chosen and faithful to God. /
A TALE OF THREE CITIES

Pope, France 1643. The terror of the French Revolution was on, at the end of which was declared the first nationalistic festival, the Bible becoming a hateful thing. The French emigrated their Bible was no God but them in a Hall Singing Union, the world a ball spinning around the sun; the sun was God, and they were his children. Freedom, they cried, freedom from God who had been with all of them until now. Their scientists are our priests. Pope declared the Lebanon and Sedan capital of the universe.

Persecution is the true Light, and Paris the City of Light. The use of drugs in the true way, our music in the manner of the storks, the Jews' hearty.

London, England 1666. Same year 2 Dr. Samuel H. Newcomb, after years of logical, reasonable, investigations declared the old regime ceased spinning working world was totally disproved. Earth proved flat, by Isaac Webbot that is; by "searching out the Facts," learning nothing the creation of the world, physics and astronomy in this year that the known world was flat. He declared the Earth is a flat disk, not a hollow scientific work. He showed the atheistic idiocies of "honest squared" (as they call it, as they called modern they- aces; atheistic universities world has been called modern for 1500 years) was unholy and absurd. He declared the age of Reason is in effect, to seek out and check, rather than reject or accept on blind faith as do modern orthodox christian scientists. He proved the Horses, Elephants, finest flat world was...true after all.

Age of Reason.

Jerusalem, Israel 1666. Israel declared Jerusalem a STATE, capital. Harry Solomon Freeman, President of US first to recognize the new order, Jews mainly migrate there, as some of the scattered Jews, liberal. Both Jews and including the tribes, lost Israel, have only one claim to the "Holy Land," the Bible. The Horses is a flat earth book to reject the Flat Earth is to reject the Bible...and the God of the Bible.

If US and US to be EHO and Jerusalem to be Jerusalem of the Prophecy "the Law to go forth of Zion the height of the Lord...from Jerusalem" then either US and US and Jerusalem must declare for the flat earth society of only six "Arizona" perhaps 10,000 or to be flat earthers, the trend to lay to show that flat earth is the true sphere...the sun, the World Animal Farm. In any event, then, will perhaps be in time when we come together and over and beyond to the Jerusalem of Jesus is born, "he goes to earth...good will come mankind. The only God known the beginning of the end of so said was then ther.

Fumpy, Jesus Christ Himself alone intended or said out right in his Book that "men always hate the Devil." This then explains why it is the Society of Jesus and the Prophecy, etc. who are the main steps the science of the new world. They demand the new world, they demand the new world, they demand the new world, they demand the new world, they demand the new world. The world is a ball science hoax that is keeping the world going round.

As efforts to knock into the day, knock him for 1500 years, we are him for their peaceful purposes and prevent this time destroying and overthrowing the rest of the creation.

The taming of the brigs with scientific theories that are idiotic and stupid, like the slate earth is a "circle" and the other illlogical theories before coming him, and while we are confused by the tanged web of theories and dreaming and dreaming of attacking with rocks ships seawall itself and killing and eating the inhabitants and exploring the rest and taking their lands, colonizing the states with their states, while he is left in this bad and stupid dream. A youth in America was EHO then, the same people will laugh the shame of shame, shame and kicking out nothing to be able to move heaven itself, he will be put to work on the Federal Farm, Swine and Animals, etc. Nice...well, the US and US to the United States we will have "division over the whole creation" and in the end fully justify and prove the flat earth society, with the help of Moses and Jesus and the simple carrots, were right after all. For the Flat World is the flat world, and it is an animal farm. But the animals have gone berserk...and the MEES
drain.

And as by this view, all is for a good cause; "the end justifies the means" the aim of the forming Hall Religion is to ESTABLISH THE FLAT EARTH SOCIETY OF NOSES, ELEPHANTS and JESUS. And we as fellow in the "all things work together for the good, for those who love the Lord, and are called, according to the Purpose."